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GET YOUR DIGITAL HOUSE«on™
By MELISSA F. BROWN

In many modern
marriages, spouses share
everything from joint bank
accounts to the passwords
that safeguard these
accounts. Spouses often
share passwords to each other s
separate accounts, including
e-mails, wireless networks,'

^ b a n k i n g a c c o u n t s , u t i l i t i e s ,
social media, and the like. Even when a spouse does not "know" a ̂  _
password, he or she typicaUy knows enough to acquire the paŝord me-mail by answering standard security questions, such as a mothers
maiden name or the name of a first pet.

When separation and divorce appear likely, it is wise to change
passwords and secure monies and other assets to protect them from ■
being spent or encumbered without your permission. From a financial
perspective, such protection begins by identifying assets, debts, income
and monthly/quarterly/annual expenses.

G A T H E R
F I N A N C I A L
D O C U M E N T S
Start this process by gath
ering detailed financial
informadon, and then take
steps to prevent your
spouse from diverdng or
squandering funds to the
detriment of you and your
children. Family court liti
gants who do not proac-
tively educate and protect
themselves early in the
process sometimes suffer
from cosdy technological
and legal missteps later on.

Newly separated spous
es are often overwhelmed
by the quandty of detailed
financial information
requested by their attor
neys, the opposing party,
and even the court. Every

state requires some form of
financial disclosure, which
is designed to provide the
litigants and the court
with a snapshot of the
parties' finances, including
income, expenses, ongoing
obligations, assets, and
debts, both marital and
nonmarital. Some litigants
are caught off guard when
they do not realize that
their failure to answer

questions completely and
accurately about their
finances can cause them
to receive less support
from the court. For a list
of the typical types of
informat ion necessary to

prepare a proper financial
declaration, see the lists of
documents and records
later in this article.
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C O N S I D E R

H I R I N G A N E X P E R T

When family finances are
complex, a forensic accoun
tant can assist the client and
review several years of the
parties' finances to paint a
much more accurate picture
of the couple's current finan
cial situation. If you have
maintained your financial
records using widely avail
able, free, online banking
or inexpensive software
programs, such as Quicken,
Quickbooks, and AceMoney,
the party can often quickly
and inexpensively organize
the household income and

expenses to reflect an accu
rate monthly budget. On the
other hand, if expenses were
not tracked in an organized
fashion, whether manually
or by cross-checking the
monthly bank statement
with the family checkbook,
including checks and debit
card charges, the task of com
piling an accurate picture of
your family's overall financial
health becomes daunting and
expensive.

Whether or not you have
done so previously, take time
early in the process to gather
the documents and records
listed throughout this article.
These records will assist you
when you respond to requests

for alimony and
child support or
need to defend

against an
inflated budget
by the other

spouse. Such detailed prepa
ration also may bolster your
credibility with the court as
judges give more weight to
testimony that is backed up
by supporting evidence and»
d o c u m e n t a t i o n .

If you have not yet taken
advantage of one of the
"organizing a budget"
programs offered by your
bank, do so now. Establishing
online access to your financial
institution is fairly easy, and
most banks will assist their

customers to set up online
accounts. Whether going into
the branch or working online
remotely, the first step is to
use a secure computer and
to create a new password chat
your spouse will not guess.
Strong passwords typically
include alpha and numeric
characters as well as symbols
such as dollar signs ($), num
ber signs (#), stars (*), and
other keyboard characters.

In addition to password
protecting online accounts,
safeguard information on
your other electronic devices,
such as your smartphones,
desktop computers, laptops,
iPads or other tablets, iPods,
and the like. And, do not
leave these electronic devices

w i th sens i t i ve i n fo rmat ion

in locations that are easily
accessible to your spouse.

SciAlhcUMENTS
1. CPA work papers for 2013-2014 (years In

question) tax returns. Including business
general ledger and other financials
provided for XXX.

2. Current financial stateQient of businesses
(balance sheet and profit-and-loss
statement, including general ledger and
detailed depreciation schedule with
purchase price and date for all assets).
If the financial statements are not on

accrual basis, bring accounts receivable and
accounts payable as well.

3. January 20XX to current bank statement
for every account (business and personal).

4. January 20XX to current credit card state
ment for all credit cards.

5. Current investment statements for every
a c c o u n t .

6. Current retirement statements for every
a c c o u n t .

7. List of all real estate you own with copies
of any appraisals done within the last
two years (tax returns for any holding
companies of real estate).

8. Copy of current mortgage statements on
all real estate.

9. Closing documents and other paperwork
related to any purchases, sales, or
refinances during the last three years.

10. Kelley Blue Book value of cars.
11. Kelley Blue Book value of boats.
12. In force statements for l i fe insurance.
13. Credit reports for both parties.
14. List of any other outstanding debts with

supporting statements (student loans,
line of credit, etc.).

15. Financial statements provided to banks in
the last year.

16. Copy of all IRS and other state tax agency
reports/notices/liens.

17. Estimate of monthly expenses.
18. QuickBooks files (or other accounting soft

ware) for personal and business for 20XX to
c u r r e n t .

—Dixon Hughes Goodman
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BUSINESS I DOCUMENTS

The Items below refer to records related to All Entities in which

Mr./Ms. Xxxxx has any ownership interest.

1. Complete and detailed list of every entity established or created
on behalf of or in which Mr./Ms. Xxxxx has any direct or Indirect
ownership interest.

2. Tax returns for the past three years.
3. Detailed general ledgers/accounting for the past three years.
4. Compiled and/or audited financial statements for the past three

y e a r s .

5. List of all owners/partners/members of each entity.
6. List of CPAs or persons who handle the accounting records for

each entity and a release to contact this person(s).
7. Operating or trust agreements for each entity that Mr./Ms. Xxxxx

has any ownership interest or for which Mr./Ms. Xxxxx is a ^
beneficiary or trustee.

8. Buy-seil agreements for each entity and detailed description of
any transactions pursuant to the agreement; including name,
ownership percentage, and terms of payment (if any).

9. If separate bank accounts exist for each entity, then supply bank
statements and cancelled checks for the past three years to the
present.

10. List of all fixed assets including date purchased, purchase price,
and estimate of fair market value.

11. if any interest acquired by gift, provide:
a. IRS Form 709 Gift Tax Return.

b. All documents, writings, or evidence of the donor's intent to gift
the property.

12. Copy of any deferred compensation plans or any other retirement
plans that benefit Mr./Ms. Xxxxx.

13. Detailed listing of jobs (work) in progress, including a listing
of contract amount (price), estimated cost, cost to date, and esti
mated closing date. For Jobs (work) that closed or was completed
subsequent to the valuation date, a copy of the closing statement
(HUD Form 1) or final billing and actual costs.

14. Detailed listing of real estate owned and appraised value as of the
v a l u a t i o n d a t e .

15. Identification of key persons, including job description and
compensation arrangement.

16. Detailed listing of "barter" arrangements, including description of
ar rangement .

17. Detailed listing of notes and loans payable, including lender, inter
est rate, repayment terms, description of collateral, guarantor(s),
and any financial information provided to obtain the borrowing.

18. Copy of ail real and personal property tax bills and related receipts.
19. Credit card statements for the past three years, including

documentation regarding travel and entertainment (individuals
present, purpose, date, and location).

—Dixon Hughes Goodman

C O P Y T H E H A R D D R I V E
Next, obtain a copy of the hard drive from
the family computer and other shared devices.
A hard drive is the component of a computer
where all the information is stored. Legally
obtaining a copy of the family computers hard
drive often provides a treasure trove of finan
cial (and other important) information since
many people use their personal computers
for sensitive accounting information and tax
preparation. Frequendy, the spouse who has
not had access to or paid attention to ftmily
finances is at a distinct disadvantage in a
separation or divorce. Often this person ends
up spending a great deal of money and time
gathering information that the other party
already has readily available because that
spouse was solely or primarily in charge of
family finances. Further, when marriages fall
apart, some spouses are not entirely truthful or
particularly forthcoming with financial infor
mation necessary to reach a fair resolution,
so it is critical for the spouse who did not
handle the family money to quickly get up
to speed on the family's finances particularly
before the separation takes place and impor
tant documents are misplaced or "disappear."

Given this reality, self-preservation means
gathering as much information as possible
even before discussing separation or divorce
with your spouse. Of course, when the finan
cially unaware party is the last one to know
the marriage has failed, he or she is not only
likely to be emotionally devastated but also
greatly disadvantaged in the litigation beyond
just the finances. Thus, both parties to a mar
riage should keep apprised of family finances,
including information about life insurance
policies, brokerage accounts, bank accounts,
tax returns (with back-up information), retire
ment accounts, deeds, wills, stock certificates,
etc. In addition, both spouses should main
tain individual, secure access to the family's
financial institutions and records.
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PERSONAL I RECORDS
For larger marital estates, the best practice for the

less financially knowledgeable spouse is to hire a
forensic computer expert to access hard drives from
family desktops, laptops, external hard drives, and
USB and other storage devices. Before locating such
an expert, consult with your attorney to ensure that
the expert you hire has the qualifications and knowl
edge to legally access these storage devices as well as
the knowledge about how to preserve the "chain of
custody" of the gathered information. In layman's
terms, preserving the chain of custody means that the
expert knows how to recover important information
so that it is not changed, tampered with, or tainted;
can testify as to how the information was obtained;
and can authenticate {i.e., "verify") why the informa
tion gathered should be admissible in court.

If you have any reason to believe your spouse's
electronic devices contain evidence relevant to the
divorce, alert your lawyer immediately. Clearly
obtaining access to a spouses hard drive(s), smart-
phone(s), iPad(s) or other storage device(s) is not
always easy. The concern is that once you or the
court asks the other spouse to turn over such devices,
an "accident" or theft may happen to destroy the
information or make it otherwise unavailable. Talk
with your lawyer about how best to anticipate and
prevent such a disaster from happening.

In addition, separating or divorcing spouses often
utilize a process called "discovery" through which
their attorneys send out requests for documents,
answers to questions, and admissions to certain state
ments. This process is routine, but gathering the
material is time consuming and often voluminous.
Today, technology in the form of "cloud storage" can
make this process much more manageable. Attorneys
typically scan relevant information and upload it to
secure cloud storage sites located around the country.
Services such as DropBox, Google Drive, SkyDrive,
SugarSync, Bitcasa, just to name a few, have helped to
cut the cost of producing detailed financial informa
tion. Although clients do not generally have to worry
about "how this works," be sure your attorney makes
use of these cost-saving technologies.

As an additional precaution, it is often wise early in
your case to make use of a free online credit reporting
service at www.annualcreditreport.com. A credit
report can confirm that your spouse has not opened
secret credit accounts in your name, and it can
provide reminders of forgotten debts that should be
apponioned as part of the divorce action.

The items below refer to records related to All Entities in
which Mr./Ms. Xxxxx has any ownership interest.

1. Copies of all personal income tax returns since 2013.
2. Copies of all gifts, estate, and fiduciary returns prepared

on behalf of Mr./Ms. Xxxxx.
3. All 1099s, K-ls, W-2s or other documents reporting

income received for the last three years. These docu
ments should include cecords of all earnings from any
source (taxable or not).

4. Copy of most recent payroll check stub(s), payroll with
holding advice, or any other document provided to you
with each individual paycheck.

5. Copies of all Mr./Ms. Xxxxx's personal checklng.and
savings account statements with cancelled checks for the
past three years for every bank account in which Mr./Ms.
Xxxxx has any check-signing authority.

6. Ali credit card statements and/or debit statements
currently in use or used in the past three years and
applications for new credit cards.

7. All investment statements for each investment account
for the past three years.

8. Stock certificates for any stocks held outright.
9. Most recent statements related to any retirement plans

in Mr./Ms. Xxxxx's name.
10. Records and papers related to all loans and obligations

(mortgages and all other outstanding debts) in which
Mr./Ms. Xxxxx has any obligation.

11. All applications for any credit of any sort and for auto or
equipment leases including, but not limited to, a copy of
any personal financial statements prepared for the banks
or other institutions for credit.

12. In-force statements for all life insurance policies covering
Mr./Ms. Xxxxx or in which he or she has an interest.

13. Identify each of the following insurance policies that you
now own or that cover you, your child, or your property:
a. Health,
b. Property,
c. Liability,
d. Automobile,
e. Life, and

f. Any other policies.
14. Copy of current credit report from Equifax, Trans Union,

and Experian.
15. Releases to meet and receive information from ali

financial advisors, CPAs, financial institutions, or other
persons with knowledge relevant to the financial affairs
of Mr./Ms. Xxxxx.

16. Detailed listing of all real and personal property tax
notices and paid receipts for the past three years.

— Dixon Hughes Goodman
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■^MONITOR SPOUSE'S SOCIAL MEDIA
Pay attention to your spouses use of social media. Is your
spouse bragging about a new just purchased car or boat
on Facebook or traveling far and wide posting pictures of

/ "fun" that might negatively impact the marital estate? Be
sure to share such information with your divorce attorney.
He or she will instruct you about how to gather these post
ings and images so they are admissible in court. Again, it is
important to bring the existence of your spouses social
media postings to your attorney's attention so there is never
a question that the material was not gathered properly or
illegally. Knowledge is power, so discuss with your lawyer
all legal means to secure accurate, unedited information.

W B E " T E C H N O - S M A R T "
Technology can be your best friend or your worst enemy. If
you suspect your spouse of wrongdoing of any sort, before
you conduct your own electronic surveillance, consult withan experienced, technologically savvy attorney. Federal and
state laws protect against the illegal interception of e-mails,
text messages, and other electronic communications.
Likewise, information stored, created, or accessed on a
computer (referred to as electronically stored information
or "ESI") is critical in preparing almost every family court
case today. Don't ever dismiss a spouse's destruction of ESI,
because courts are increasingly willing to sanction not
only the party who participates in such behavior but also
the attorney who knowingly allows a litigant to destroy
important ESI evidence.

Understanding what is and is not ESI is complex and
sometimes confusing. We all routinely delete junk mail,
spam, chain mails, and the like. However, during a divorce,
or even when litigation is contemplated, these deletions
can become an Issue. Thus, add to your list of questions
for your attorney how best to protect yourself from any
violations or improper destruction of ESI.

Too often spouses spy on each other without under
standing the consequences of their actions or the legal
limitations on such spying. Consult a tech-sawy lawyer
for advice before you snoop. This is essential to protect
yourself and to ensure that any evidence you gather is later
admissible in court. Better to let the professionals use the
latest tools of the trade to uncover a spouse's misconduct
than to taint otherwise compelling evidence by "going it
a l o n e . "

WHAT NOT TO DO
If you suspect your spouse of misconduct, financial or
otherwise, resist the urge to take things into your own
hands.

• Do not install spyware on your spouse's computer.

Spyware is software that monitors a computer user's
browsing habits. This software "observes" and moni
tors all computer activity, such as websites a spouse or
child visits, e-mails sent, instant messages, passwords,
PIN numbers, etc. Various types of spyware can collect
personal information and record keystrokes
literally every key touched by a spouse or child). Some
spyware can even take snapshots of computer screens,
restarts/shutdowns, and logs off the computer, or con
trols the desktop and mouse. Other progfams can
make the computer talk.

Too often spouses spy on each
other without understanding
the consequences of their
actions or the legal limitations
on such spying. Consult a
tech-sav^ lawyer for advice
before you snoop

Spyware works in many ways from downloading
collected data onto an attached flash drive to sending
collected data to the installer's computer via e-mail in
the form of detailed "activity sheets." Spyware often
is inexpensive and difficult to detect without special
anti-spyware detection software. Spyware is also easily
loaded on to a computer and some programs can be
remotely downloaded from an e-mail in which the
reader innocently believes he or she is downloading
software, music, online videos, e-mails, IMs, text
messages, or other programs.

Although spyNvare does have legitimate legal
uses—such as a parent's monitoring of a child's
computer use and an employer's monitoring of an
employee's corporate computer use (as long as employ
ees are aware they are being monitored)—using spy-
ware without the other person's knowledge or consent
generally runs afoul of the law. Spyware that tracks a
spouse's computer activity (such as websites visited,
e-mails sent and received, instant messages sent and
received, passwords/PINs, etc.) is illegal in most states.
Evidence gathered against a spouse in such a manner
is not only prohibited by law, but the party and the
attorney attempting to use such evidence may also be
subject to criminal and civil sanctions.

• Do not use keystroke trackers. Keystroke trackers
are a type of device (resembling a flash drive) that
connects to a computer's keyboard and can record up

(Continued on page 18)
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If you suspecl
of misconduct, finan^ or

otherwise, resist the urge to
take things into your own hands
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REAL PROPERTY I DOCUMENTS & RECORDS

For each and every real property for which Mr./Ms. Xxxxx
has an interest or claim as an owner or lender or lien
holder either directly or indirectly, please provide:

1. At original purchase of the property and for each subse
quent acquisition of any interest in the property include
the following:
a. Accepted offer to acquire the property.
b. Loan application (including all pages and attachments)

to all lenders for the purpose of acquiring the property
whether or not those loans were secured by the prop
erty acquired.

c. Grant deed, quitclaim, deed of trust, and all other doc
uments transferring ownership or title, whether docu
ment was actually filed.

d. Closing escrow statement, including all pages and
at tachments .

e. All checks to acquire property. Includes downpay-
ments, earnest money, and all other payments
required to acquire the property.

f. Mortgage note of other loan documents for money
borrowed directly or indirectly to acquire property.

g. Appraisals of value of property.
h. If acquired by gift provide:

i. IRS Form 709 Gift Tax Return, which reported the
gift.

ii. All documents, writings, or evidence of the donor's
intent to gift the property.

2. Most recent assessor's billing statement for property
t a x e s .

3. All appraisals of the property created or received during
the marriage not requested above.

4. Lender's loan statements for the earliest date of separa
tion and each month thereafter to the current date.

5. Provide all other documents, records, or writings, which
establish any of the following:
a. A separate interest in the property.
b. The value of the property at any time beginning one

year before marriage to the present.
c. Any document that evidences an impediment to the

title of the property.
d. All documents relating to circumstances, which do or

could potentially relate to the current condition of the
property, such as termite report^, estimates of repairs,
e t c .

e. Any liens or secured creditor's claim.

6. If the property has ever been rented to others, please
provide the following documents, records, or writings for
the period beginning three years prior to the earliest
alleged date of separation to the present (unless another
period is requested):
a. All rental agreements, leases, or writings describing

the terms of each and every rental agreement or lease
in effect during the applicable period.

b. For each and every tenant deposit, last month's rent
or any other tenant funds provide:
i. Bank statements in which such funds are on deposit.
ii. All notices, statements, or communications of any

type, which evidence the amount of tenant's
deposits or a change in the terms of the tenant
deposits.

c. A copy of the previous three calendar years' federal
and state income tax return depreciation schedules (or
any other documents or writings), which contain any of
the following:
i. Original cost of building, components of building,

and any and ali additions or contents.
ii. The computation of each year's depreciation and

accumulated depreciation at the end of each year.
d. All reports or writings, which contain or present

income and or expenses.

SEPARATE I PROPERTY
1. Ail documents, records, or writings that establish that

the property was acquired before marriage or after the
date of filing.

2. All documents, records, or writings for payments made
from separate property to initially acquire the property.

3. All other documents, records, or writings that establish a
separate property interest in the property at acquisition.

— Dixon Hughes Goodman
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to 262,000 keystrokes (approximately 160 pages). Like
other spyware, use of keystroke trackers is illegal If the
person being monitored is unaware of the monitoring.
Any evidence garnered from such a device is likely
inadmissible in court proceedings.

• Avoid spoliation. Spoliation (versus "spoil") means
the destruction of evidence. As a general rule, do
not delete material on your social media sites, smart-
phones or e-mails except in the ordinary course of
business. Otherwise, based on your state laws, you
might be accused of "spoliation." Destroying potential
evidence can greatly damage your case and even result
in severe punishment and financial sanctions. That
said, as mentioned above, always discuss such impor
tant issues with your attorney.

• Do not use technology to fake evidence. Some
times, family court litigants are so desperate to "win"
their case that they use technology inappropriately and
even in illegal ways. For example, SpoofCards are pre
paid phone cards that change the telephone number
displayed on caller ID. This technology is accessible as
an iPhone app and a Facebook application. The appli
cation promotes caller ID spoofing, voice changing,
and call recording. One New Jersey divorce attorney
had a client who was a victim of domestic violence.
She had obtained a restraining order against her
ex-husband, but he wanted the order overturned.
To "prove" his case, he used spoofing technology to
make it appear his ex-wife was calling him incessandy
and to show that she did not really fear him. He
would call himself using spoof technology so that
her telephone number appeared on his caller ID.
Although such use is legal in many states, some states
have passed laws making spoof caller ID illegal when
it is used "to mislead, defraud or deceive the recipient
of a telephone call."

On the federal level, Congress enacted the Truth in
Caller ID Act of 2009, which prohibits any person or
entity from transmitting misleading or inaccurate
caller ID information with the intent to defraud,
cause harm, or wrongfully obtain anything of value.

Other attorneys have had their clients' privacy
rights violated by a spouse using spoofing technology
to access someone else's cellphone voice mailbox.
Many cellphone systems are automatically set up to
accept calls from the account owner's cellphone
number to activate a replaying of all voicemail mes
sages left on the cellphone. SpoofCard technology
can create the illusion that it is an approved cellphone
calling, and the spoofer can then listen to voicemail
messages. Litigants should always password protect
their cellphone voicemail and disable automatic access
f u n c t i o n s .

Technology also exists to falsify or "spoof" text mes
sages. Although spoofing was originally created to allow
users to work outside their offices and make business calls
or send texts displaying work numbers rather than the
aaual cellphone number of the phone being used, abusers
quickly learned how to take this technology and use it
for illegitimate purposes. Abuses include impersonating
another person, especially to harass and/or harm a com
petitor's reputation or damage their lawsuit. Angry parents
in a custody battle might even use this technology to
pretend to be the other spouse and leave damaging mes
sages on a guardian ad litems voicemail in an attempt to
put the other parent in a bad light. An angry spouse might
use spoofing to pretend to be the other spouses CPA and
text a fax number requesting confidential information.
This technology also can be used to send inappropriate
text messages using the other spouse's cellphone number.

If such abuse occurs, the victim spouse should hire a
computer forensic specialist or contact the cell service
provider to document that the victim did not send the
inappropriate text or make the calls. Sometimes the proof
is the omission of such texts from the real phone at the
time the spoofed text was sent, rather than proving the
sent text came from another phone. No matter how angry
you are, resist the urge to fake evidence or engage in any
illegal activity.

^ M A K E A F R E S H S TA R T
Do start your new "single" life with "fresh" equipment,
passwords, and a robust alertness to ways your spouse
might track or access your private information. First,
change all passwords as discussed above. Second, if your
spouse purchased your existing cellular plan, obtain new
service for yourself and buy a new phone. Password-protect
your new account so that no one else can access it. (If you
continue to use your existing cellphone service plan, your
spouse may legally have access to your records). Also, find
out from your provider whether any changes were made
to your account settings. For example, ask whether your
spouse added any location services that could be used to
track your movements. On an iPhone, if your spouse
knows your iTunes passcode, he or she can use Find My
Phone to track your movements.
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Similarly, buy a new laptop or tablet and encrypt every
thing. Using your current laptop or other electronic device
is risky. The "old" laptop or computing device may have
malicious software (such as spyware) installed on it. If you
cannot replace all equipment, the next best practice is to
have a forensic computer expert inspect it, make ah image
of the hard-drive, and clean the "old" computing devices
of any malicious software or apps. After purchasing new
computing devices or inspecting, imaging, and cleaning
the "old" ones, encrypt both the device and the informa
tion transmitted from the device.

Encryption creates a layer of security that protects the
device and the information contained on the device from
future "attacks" from malicious software or apps.
Encrypting the device and its information is just a matter

Technology can save you lots
of time and money, but
it can also cause problems
and great heartache if used
improperly or unwisely

of using the right software or apps. To protect against
keystroke trackers, regularly check all USB ports (including
those on the back of your computer). If any foreign device
is found, remove it and have a qualified forensic computer
expert analyze it. Remember too: do not destroy your old
equipment or delete information while your divorce is
pending.

"▶c o m m u n i c a t e c o n f i d e n t i a l l y
Next obtain a new e-mail account for communicating
with your attorney, friends, and witnesses. Ask your
attorney about any preferred method of communication.
E-mail often is preferred (although "texting" is quickly
gaining ground). E-mail is a convenient, cost-effective,
and time-sensitive tool. To protect your communications,
change your passwords frequendy.

Avoid using an employer-provided e-mail account.
Your employer generally has access to all e-mails and
attachments. Thus, communicating with your attorney on
your employer's computer or e-mail account might cause
you to waive the attorney-client privilege and open the
door to your e-mails becoming discoverable by the oppos
ing spouse. Caudon family and friends not to share your
new e-mail address when sending or forwarding messages.
Never open attachments from unknown sources, and be
skeptical of requests for personal information. Always log
off or sign-out when you are finished using your computer.

L I K E

T^££T create

Social T
,Med io >

i*- LIMIT YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA
In conclusion, limit your use of social media during
litigation. Your spouse can easily use your "posts" on
Facebook, Twitter, Linkedln, Pintrest, YouTube, and other
social media sites against you. Social media is a public or
semi-public means of interacting with friends, family, col
leagues, and others. Maintaining an active online presence
during litigation is unwise and often detrimental to your
case. A-posting on any social media in the heat of the

V moment often has disastrous consequences, such as
handing your spouse damaging evidence about you (e.g.,
pictures of large purchases or lavish vacations, questionable
behaviors, and inappropriate comments).

With this in mind, review your social media privacy
settings and current content posted on your profile pages.
When reviewing your privacy settings, understand that
"blocking" your spouse will not prevent friends from
sharing information with him or her or friends of friends
from having access to your postings. Do not change your
Facebook relationship status (i.e., from "married" to
"single") until your divorce is final. (Remember, you are
married until you are officially single.) The best advice is
to go "dark" by not opening or posting to social media
accounts during the course of the litigation. If, however,
you already have a social media account prior to the
litigation, deactivate, but do not delete, the account
because deleting it equates to spoliation. Technology can
save you lots of time and money, but it can also cause
problems and great heartache if used improperly or
unwisely so consult your attorney to make sure you are
using technology to your advantage, fa
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